口译质量评价

Dear Wuwen,
I am back from my trip and caught up on the work that piled up. I hope that all is well with you.
Thank you for the excellent work that you did in preparing the materials for my China trip. I also appreciate the work you
did coordinating the translators during my trip.
On the third day of my trip my computer was struck by a virus / spyware and email communication was very difficult /
impossible. Also my cell phone did not get service in China. I apologize for any inconvenience that these difficulties
caused you.
Each of the translators who you recommended were excellent. I can strongly support your being able to recommend each
of them to other clients. They were indivually talented, smart, socially skilled, professional, well dressed and very
helpful. I was extremely please with each of their performances and your judgment in selecting them is to be
complimented.
I look forward to continuing our relationship going forward. I also hope to enjoy your offer to have a beer one day. You
invitation was passed on to me. However, I was flying from Beijing the next morning. The next time I am in China, I look
forward to getting together.
Thanks again for everything.
Best wishes.
-- Eric

笔译质量评价

Dear Guo,
The quality of the biographies and cards was excellent! I am extremely pleased with your work product. Thank you for
your hard work.
Regarding the schedule below, it appears correct.
I do have a question. I understand that shipping was 300 USD for the papers. That is fine.
Is the total of 1850 USD below correct for all work requested.
I am not looking to pay more than necessary, but my calculations seem higher. The translations seem to add to 2050
USD.
The shipping of 300 USD.
The total appears to be 2350 USD.
If I qualify for a discount, or have misunderstood things and the price is correctly 1850 USD, please let me know.
Best wishes.
-- Eric

